An intimate hour of laughter and amazement with Canada’s leading
interactive entertainer (and authority on mental phenomena) -

Michael

For groups of 20 or less...
• Team Building Sessions
• Client Appreciations
• Hospitality Suites
• Small Office Parties
• Bridal Showers
• (Trade Show Version Available)

Involve your entire guest list in mystery and hilarious antics; with
special attention paid to your guest of honour.
PSYCHED! explores the wondrous possibilities of the human mind; our ability to visualize and achieve our goals.
Minds are read, a murder is solved and true love prevails... better than an episode of your favourite prime time TV show!

Running Time:

60 minutes

Required Props:

Two Small Tables

You could supply:

One Opaque Coffee Cup
Your Own Deck Of Cards
A Few Business Cards

(BUT NOT REQUIRED)

web site: www.blacksalt.ca e-mail: blacksalt@blacksalt.ca phone: 306-664-8684 or 1-866-664-8684(CANADA TOLL FREE)

WARNING:
Participation in Psyched! may result in excited conversation, laughter pains, head
scratching and loss of sleep.

Everyone gets in on the act. BlackSalt masterfully involves even your
shiest guest through his gentle, unassuming persona.
Picture your guests staring in wide eyed astonishment! Imagine their
excitement as they tap into their own intuitive talents!
Psyched! may not challenge your deepest beliefs but, it will rekindle your
awareness of fun, laughter and life’s possibilities.
“Some of the routines you’re about to experience are based on world class magic and
illusion; this is for those of you who require explanations about “How’d he do that?”.
However, most of the experiences I plan to share with you tonight involve something
else; for these...there may be only one explanation...and it could keep you up at night!
Shall we begin?“

Michael

Ready to get
Psyched! is a popular add-on in conjunction to either a stage show (Comedy/Illusion or Theatrical Hypnosis) or the “Awaken the Elephant” memory
workshop.
Psyched! is available for single, private functions. However, due to our
performance schedule with our stage productions and memory training
seminars, you will need to contact our office to check availability for your
date. Some restrictions apply.
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